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PURPOSE 

This policy enables employees to seek redress for any grievance or other issue             

relating to their employment within Sysco Productions Limited, and to comply           

with relevant legislation and the ACAS Code of Practice on grievance hearings.  

This policy is not intended to be used for grievances relating to a disciplinary              

decision where the appeals procedure contained within the Discipline Procedure          

must be utilised.  

SCOPE 

This policy applies to all employees of Sysco Productions Ltd. Employees must            

understand that this policy is incorporated into their Contract of Employment. 

Line Managers are responsible for ensuring that this policy is applied within their             

own area. Any queries on the application or interpretation of this policy must be              

discussed with the Managing Director prior to any action being taken. 

POLICY STATEMENT 

Sysco Productions Ltd., places responsibility upon all employees and managers to           

develop a constructive working relationship where: 

• employees are to be treated first and foremost as people with individual            

needs and expectations and 

• any individual’s problems may be dealt with openly, promptly, fairly and           

frankly. 
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Where a problem is considered to be of a sufficiently serious nature to be termed               

as a grievance, the grievance procedure provides a framework for dealing           

promptly and fairly with the matter.  

Any grievance must be settled as quickly as is reasonably practicable and as near              

to its source as possible. 

INFORMAL RESOLUTION 

Employees are encouraged to raise issues on an informal basis with their            

manager with a view to early resolution of any issues or concerns at work. It is                

hoped that this approach may resolve problems quickly and simply and as part of              

the everyday approach to working together. Line Managers, where possible, will try            

to deal with the grievance, giving an outcome within ten working days of it being               

raised. However, should this not work or should an employee feel that the issue is               

best dealt with on a formal basis then he/she should not hesitate to use the               

formal process which follows. 

FORMAL PROCEDURE 

The following procedure is designed to achieve the objectives referred to in the             

Policy Statement in an effective and efficient manner.  

A formal grievance should normally be raised within three months of the issue             

having arisen or the incident having taken place. 

Stage One 

Any employee who has a personal grievance or problem should first of all raise the               

issue with his or her immediate manager. This must be carried out in writing,              

clearly indicating that the formal grievance procedure is being utilised. The           
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employee should include specific details of the reason for the grievance and of             

his/her desired outcome.  

Where an employee considers that the issue is not appropriate to raise with             

his/her Line Manager, he/she may submit the grievance to the Managing Director,            

who will appoint an appropriate manager to hear the grievance. 

Providing the above procedure is followed the manager must send the individual a             

written acknowledgement of receipt of the grievance and arrange a meeting with            

the individual as soon as is reasonably practicable. The Line Manager will            

endeavour to hold the meeting within ten days of receiving the grievance. 

The individual employee may wish to be accompanied to the meeting by a             

workplace colleague or by a Trade Union representative. The manager hearing the            

grievance may also be accompanied at the meeting by another manager or by a              

representative from HR where possible. 

Written notes summarising the content of the meeting must be made by the             

manager and must be signed by both parties. A copy of the written summary              

should be given to the individual for their retention. Where the individual chooses             

not to be accompanied it is advisable to make a note of this in the written                

summary. 

The grievance should be fully discussed at the meeting. The employee should be             

given the opportunity to give full details regarding the grievance. 

The manager should also respond in writing to the individual confirming the            

outcome of the grievance within five working days of the date of the hearing. If               

this is not possible the employee should be told when he/she can expect a              

response and the reason for the delay explained. 

Once this stage of the grievance procedure is completed, irrespective of whether a             

solution to the grievance has been agreed upon, all documentation connected to            
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the grievance must be kept confidentially on the employee’s personal file.           

Managers must not hold copies of such documentation locally, in accordance with            

the terms of the Data Protection Policy. 

Stage Two- Appeal 

Where the employee is not satisfied with the result(s) of Stage One of the              

procedure he/she may appeal against the decision, in writing, within five working            

days, to the Managing Director who may appoint an appropriate manager/director           

to hear the appeal. This manager/director will not have previously been involved in             

the case.  

Again the individual will be sent a written acknowledgement of receipt of the             

appeal and a meeting will normally be arranged within ten working days of its              

receipt or as soon as is practicable thereafter.  

The employee may be accompanied to this meeting by a workplace colleague or by              

a Trade Union representative. The manager/director hearing the grievance where          

possible. 

At the meeting, the employee should be given the opportunity to explain the             

reasons for the appeal against the outcome of the previous meeting. 

Written notes summarising the contents of the meeting must be made by the             

manager/director and must be signed by both parties. A copy of the written             

summary should be given to the individual for their retention. Where the            

individual chooses not to be accompanied it is advisable to make a note of this in                

the written summary. 

Confirmation of the outcome of the appeal will also be given in writing. The              

manager/director should respond in writing within five working days of the date of             
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the appeal hearing. If that is not possible the employee should be told when              

he/she can expect a response and the reason for the delay explained. 

The decision of this meeting is final. 

Once the appeal is completed, irrespective of whether a solution to the grievance             

has been agreed upon, all documentation connected to the grievance must be            

kept confidentially on the individual’s personal file and, depending upon the           

nature of the grievance, should be retained by the Company for up to six years.               

Managers must not hold copies of such documentation locally, in accordance with            

the terms of the Data Protection Policy. 

COMPANION 

The person chosen by the employee as his/her “companion” may be a fellow             

worker; or a full-time official employed by a Trade Union; or a lay Trade Union               

official, as long as they are certified as having experience of, or having received              

training in, acting as a companion at such a hearing. Only where the employee              

may have a communication disability or where the employee’s first language is            

not English, for reasons of providing equality and fairness at a grievance hearing,             

may an appropriate translator from outside the Company act as a companion. 

The Company reserves the right to refuse to accept an individual as a companion              

in the event that there is a conflict of interest or unwarranted expense incurred. 

In all cases of personal grievances raised by a Trade Union representative, the             

companion will be the appropriate official of the relevant Trade Union. 

The Managing Director must be consulted with regard to any queries or concerns             

over any particular companion. 
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NECESSARY DELAYS TO MEETINGS 

Either the employee’s companion or the manager hearing the grievance may           

require a meeting to be delayed by up to five working days if they are unavailable                

to attend on the date originally specified. The meeting should be rearranged to a              

time suitable to everyone concerned. 

GRIEVANCES RAISED ON TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 

If a grievance is raised immediately prior to an employee leaving the Company’s             

employment, (or after they have left the Company’s employment) and it is not             

reasonably practical to follow the formal procedure in its entirety, an alternative            

procedure may be followed. If both the employee and the Company consent, in             

writing, the grievance may be considered without a meeting being held. In this             

case, the employee must still submit the grievance in writing. After due            

consideration, the appropriate manager will provide a written response to the           

employee’s grievance. In this case, there is no right to appeal against the outcome              

and the process will be deemed to be complete once the response has been              

provided.  

MEDIATION 

As an alternative to raising a complaint through the formal grievance procedure or             

at any stage of the procedure, an employee or the manager may request that the               

matter is dealt with through mediation. Mediation is voluntary and will only take             

place with the agreement of both parties. 

Where mediation is agreed once the formal grievance procedure has been started,            

the procedure will be adjourned whilst the mediation takes place. In the event             
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that no mutually acceptable solution is reached through mediation, the procedure           

will be reconvened at the point of adjournment. 

Mediation will take the form of a relatively informal meeting, or series of meetings,              

involving the employee(s) concerned and the appropriate Line Manager. The          

meeting(s) may be initially held with the parties separately, depending upon the            

nature of the grievance. The mediation can be conducted by a trained mediator             

appointed from a Mediation Bureau referred by the Company or a HR Professional.             

The role of the mediator will be to help the parties in dispute to come to an                 

agreement. The mediator will be independent and neutral to the dispute and will             

be there to facilitate the parties towards a mutually acceptable agreement. 

If the grievance is resolved through mediation, the mediator will assist the parties             

to draft a written agreement that will be signed by both parties as acceptance of               

its terms. 

ADVICE AND CONFIDENTIALITY 

At any stage of the grievance procedure an employee or manager may seek advice              

on this procedure from the Managing Director. When seeking advice the employee            

should request a confidential discussion and refer to this provision of the            

Grievance Policy.  

Anything dealt with through the grievance procedure will be kept entirely           

confidential by those attending the meeting. The employee’s express permission          

will be sought where, in order to obtain action or a decision, a manager needs to                

explain the contents of the grievance to others. 
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COLLECTIVE GRIEVANCES 

Where several employees are raising the same grievance in accordance with this            

procedure, a meeting will be held with a nominated representative and the            

grievances will be dealt with collectively. 
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